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My name is -------------------------------------------------

group ------------

--------------------------------------------------------------

Fast Food is normally described as the food that you eat out and you don’t prepare at
home whether it is a sandwich, a meal or even a drink. Generally, The USA provides the

world with the most popular fast food restaurants like McDonald’s, Wendy’s, Kentucky
Fried Chicken and Burger King. They have a strong influence over the global market. By the
way, there are plenty of people who love this kind of food all over the world though they
know it isn’t as secure and confidential as the food they usually prepare domestically. For
instance, more than 75 million Americans eat fast food every day, and this is the highest rate
in the world.
People who eat fast food or the so called “junk food” are more vulnerable to suffer from
not only obesity and fattiness, but also high cholesterol degree in their blood. Besides, they
are the first to have striking heart attacks especially because of high blood pressure.

I- COMPREHENSION:
give a title to the text: (1 pnts) -------------------------------------------------------

A. Answer these questions from the text: (2pnts)
1. What is Fast Food? ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. What does America provide the world with? --------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------B. Find in the text the synonyms of: (2pnts)
make = ------------------------------------------------------famous = ------------------------------------------------------powerful = ------------------------------------------------------at home = -------------------------------------------------------

II- LANGUAGE:
A. Put the verbs in brackets into the past simple tense: (4pnts)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

----------------------------- (She /open) the door with this key yesterday?
I ----------------------------- (understand) everything, but I----------------------------- (forget) most of it.
He wasn’t very faithful; he ----------------------------- (not /keep) my secrets.
The doctor ----------------------------- (arrive) early last Monday.
The wound ----------------------------- (be) very painful.
When I ----------------------------- (meet) the candidates, they ----------------------------- (be) extremely
scared.

B. Circle the correct answer: (5pnts)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

There are a lot of / many singers in the concert.
There isn’t many / much oxygen in Mars planet.
Do you have plenty of / lots of money in your account?
I bought a few / a little bars of chocolate for you.
Did you eat much / a little fish for lunch today?

C. Write short answers: (2pnts)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Has she got any uncle? Yes, -------------Do they come usually early? No, -------------------Did your parents see this note? No, ----------------------------Are you coming to the party tomorrow? Yes, ------------------------

III- VOCABULARY:
A. Choose the correct word to complete the sentence: (2pnts)
1.
2.
3.
4.

All rabbits love --------------------------------- (mushrooms / carrots / kiwifruits)
Fried --------------------------- are chips. ( tomatos / chicken / potatoes)
---------------------------- make me laugh. (News / Comedy shows / Sports programme)
I usually know about weird animals in ------------------------------ (soap opera / animal documentaries
/ quiz shows).

B. Write these words correctly: (2pnts)
1.
2.
3.
4.

eatm: --------------------------alst: --------------------------pleapl: --------------------------omlne: ---------------------------

